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Palm POS™ Commander EF Certified
Pinnacle’s Palm Point of Sale (Palm POS™) is not just a cash register, it is a
complete suite of point of sale centric solutions that enables more point of
purchase and consumer facing benefits than any other point of sale on the
market.
Now certified with Verifone Commander EF, Palm POS™ utilizes Verifone’s fitfor-purpose Commander hardware and state-of-the-art forecourt and electronic
payments software to deliver a comprehensive solution that maximizes uptime.
Commander EF delivers reliable transaction times, even in the most complex
environments, with multiple dispenser types, multiple loyalty programs, media,
and mobile payments all running at once.

Key Benefits
A POS designed specifically
for the petroleum
convenience store market
that is flexible, reliable, and
secure.
A POS that is the fastest
point of sale on the market, the easiest to configure and use by store
personnel, and has more interface and device integration options than
any other.
A Verifone Commander Electronic Payment Server (EPS) that provides
fast transaction times for the most complex forecourt and payment
environments.
A combined Pinnacle POS and Verifone EPS solution based on industry
standard connections for forecourt control, payments, mobile payment,
and loyalty.
A vast network of certified payment, mobile payment, and loyalty partners
across the industry.

To learn more about the Palm POS™ Commander EF certified
solution or to find an authorized service provider in your area,
contact us

Pinnacle Palm Point of Sale
Palm POS™ Reliable. Secure. Connected.
Pinnacle's Palm POS™ has been specifically

designed for the petroleum convenience store
industry since the early 90s and is running in
convenience and petroleum locations across
the US.
Palm POS™ is highly configurable and provides
the flexibility to work within any infrastructure and
with a variety of peripherals and back office
systems. Pinnacle offers Palm POS™ in multiple
options to fit any retailer’s convenience operation. And when combined with
Pinnacle's Loyalty solutions and mobile payments, Palm POS™ becomes the
most powerful resource in your c-store.

Check out our YouTube Channel!
Visit us on the Web









